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ON THE REGULARITY OF THE

RIEMANN FUNCTION FOR HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS

BY

WILLIAM L. GOODHUEi1)

ABSTRACT. In an earlier paper, A. Friedman demonstrated that the Riemann

function for a strictly hyperbolic system with Gevrey coefficients was locally

Gevrey of some higher order except along the bicharacteristics.   By representing

the Riemann function in terms of a progressing wave expansion, this result is

extended beyond caustics.

Introduction.  In a 1962 paper A. Friedman [2]  showed for a linear, strictly

hyperbolic system of partial differential equations that off the bicharacteristics

the Riemann function is locally Gevrey if the coefficient matrices are locally

Gevrey of some lower order.   It had previously been demonstrated by R. Courant

and P. Lax  [l] that the Riemann function was locally   C°° off the bicharacteristics.

In 1959 D. Ludwig [5] sketched a proof of the extension of the Courant and

Lax result beyond the caustics, although it remained for J. Ralston in an unpub-

lished paper to give a complete proof based upon Ludwig's ideas.  Using Ralston's

technique it will be shown that it is possible to extend Friedman's result beyond

caustics, except for the case of analytic coefficients, where the local result seems

to be the best possible one.

The author wishes to express his thanks to D. Ludwig and J. Ralston for

their help and to P. D. Lax who suggested the original problem and who has been

a constant source of encouragement and enlightenment.

I.   Regularity of the Riemann function.   The Riemann function for the hyper-

bolic system Cauchy problem

k

(1.1)      — uix, t) =  £ A}'ix, t) - a(x,  t) + Bix, t)u(x, t),        uix,   0) = fix)
dt y=1 dx.

where   a is an  72-vectoi in  x = (xj, • • • , xfe)  and  t, and the AJ(x, r),   B(x, t) ate

smooth  72 x 72 matrices, is a distribution valued matrix  R(y, s; x, t), which depends

on the pole (y, s) and satisfies the Cauchy problem
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(1-2) \4- T. Ay(x,  z)/-_ 8(x,  t)] Riy, s; x, z) = 0,        t > s,
lot     /=1 dX¡ J

(l-2a) Riy, s; x, s) = c5(y - x) I,

(1.2b) R(v,  s; x,  Z) = 0, Z< s,

/ being the n x n identity matrix.   We require that the  system be strictly hyper-

bolic; i.e., the characteristic form

k
(1.3) G(x, «,£)=£ tjAKx, t)

7 = 1

has  zz distinct eigenvalues \r (x, t, £)!?_,  for each ¿-vector ¿; / Q.  The level

surfaces of the functions  cp   (x, z) which satisfy the first order differential equa-

tion

(1.4) cp*(x, z) = tX(x, t, gradx óX(x, z)),       <pA(x, 0) = cp^(x)

are called characteristic surfaces, and the assumption of strict hyperbolicky

guarantees that the progressing wave expansions span the solution space of  (1.1),

modulo a smooth function  [51.   These surfaces in turn are generated by the bichar-

acteristic rays  jx.(z)!.,  which satisfy the Hamiltonian system

(1.5) -txHt) = r.\(x, Z, O,        U\t) = -r*.(x, Z, cf).
dt    1 s* dt    ' *»

Once the Riemann function is determined, the solution to the Cauchy problem (1.1)

is given by

(1.6) uix, t) =   (Riy, 0; x, t)fiy)dy

for any function fiy) e [L2ÍRk)]n.

P. D. Lax [3l and D. Ludwig [5] have shown that the Riemann function for

(1.1) may be represented by the following progressing wave expansion

R(y, s; x, t) =   1 .   .       Riy, s: x, t, co) da>y J H = 1      7

/N      77
. 1    2Z X! /•^(y- s'> *■ '- (o^a- \(y>s; x-'• ^^ + Rz/y's; *• ^
'it>'=   y=o x=i

where  R(y, s; x, Z, cú) satisfies the equation (1.2) with Cauchy data

Riy, s; x, t, cü) = --■ dk log((y - x) ■ co)
i2TTi)k

and   \cú\ = 1   is the unit ball in  Rk.  The  cpKiy, s; x, t, co) ate characteristic

surfaces with  cp* = (y - x) ■ co,   /0 U) = - l/Í2ni)k • dk log (z),   /._,(z) =df.(z)/dz

for 7 > 1, and the functions  a.    (y, s; x, t, co) satisfy a sequence of transport

equations.   The crucial facts to keep in mind are that the   a.      ate  C°°  functions,
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the distributions  /.( • )  have their singular support on the set  [OS, and for  N  suf-

ficiently large, the remainder term   RN is arbitrarily smooth in all of its arguments.

In fact, the result of Courant and Lax follows from the representation (1.7), as a

basic theorem of differential equations guarantees the local existence of a nonsin-

gular solution to  (1.4).

To extend this result beyond the singularities of the characteristic surfaces,

Ludwig suggested making use of the semigroup property for linear hyperbolic

equations.  Specifically, if

(1.8) UÍt, s): uix, s) —, uix, t)

represents the solution operator to (1.1), then for any time r,  0 < r < t,

(1.9) a(x, t)= UÍt, t)UÍt, 0)/(x).

By constructing Riemann functions as above for the initial times 0 and  r, he was

able to conclude, using a geometric argument, that the kernel in (1.6) was  C°°

except along the bicharacteristics coming from the pole at  (y, 0).  The following

proof, due to J. Ralston, is the analytic interpretation of this argument.

Theorem 1.   The Riemann function  R(y, s; x, t) for the strictly hyperbolic

system (1.1) has its singular support along the bicharacteristic through (y, s).

Proof.  Let  K> 0 and  R > 0 be chosen so that supp(/) C !y: |y| < K\ = BKÍ0),

and for some given  T   > 0,  supp(a(x, T.)) C [x: |x| < R\ = BR(0).  By a previous

remark, for any given initial time  s,  0 < s < T. ÍT. arbitrary) we can construct

the kernel  P(y, s; x, t) of the operator   U(t, s) using the technique of Lax and

Ludwig for s < t <s + Tc,  y £ BK(0),  x £ BR(0). It 0 < Tc < Tx < 2Tc, we

choose  pir) eC¡  so that /p(r) dr = 1   and   supp (p) C ÍTx - T., T ).  Using (1.9)

we obtain the representation

(1.10) uix, T1)=Jp(r)U(T1, r)UÍr, 6)fix) dr.

Note that in general, if (72 - l)T   < T x < nT    we would have to exploit this trick

and the procedure which follows  72 times to verify the theorem. We restrict our-

selves to the simplest case 72 = 2 for the sake of notational convenience.

Using the representation (1.7) we have

uix, Tj)= fpir) jdÀ j       i £ ¿ ¡¿(¿He t; x, Ty co))a.J¿;, r; Tx, cÀdco
L    '"' "     ;=0 X=l -,

d-H) + RN(t, r, x, Tx) I

+ RNh,0;C,T)\fiy)dy
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and it suffices to show that the general term

(1.12) j>) J> JH=i /y(</>XV A^/^j^'l^ lM^al,ßdco' fiy)dr

is   C°° except where the point (x, TA can be traced back to the point (y, 0)

along a bicharacteristic through (y, 0).

Let

QT   =i(y, xX(T,; y, co, 0)): |<a| = 1, A = 1, 2, • • •, zz!
l

where x   (Z; y, co, ZQ) is a solution to the Hamiltonian system

d   \       \i \ d \, ,.
— x   =r (x, Z, zz),        -z/   =-rx(x, t, v)

(1.13) J/ dt

xX(t0) = y,                       ï]X(t0) = oj.

For a given rQ > 0 we can cover the complement of 0^,    with respect to  B„(0) x

BR(0) by a finite collection of products of open balls  Bf (y.) x BT (x).  It suffices

to consider a particular set in the covering, say  B    (y) x B   (x), and by intro-

ducing a partition of unity over supp(/) we can assume that  supp(/) C B    (y). Set

M = |r: 0< t< T,\ x B    (x) x icf: |cf| < R\ x B    (y) x icy: |cu| = l! x W: \co'\ = 1Î.

Claim.  If V  denotes the gradient with respect to (£ r, cü, cü'), then on  M Pi

lc/,^=Oin!<pX = o!,

Vcp^(y, 0; £ r, o>') ÍV<px(cf,  r; x, Tv co).

Proof of Claim.  Suppose not.  Then there exists a point   pQ = (rQ, xQ, ¿j , yQ,

&)q, o)q)  such that

(a) C'(y0> °! ^0' r0' «ó) = 0 = <pjc;0, t0; x„, T,, û>),

(b) (#(p0), V"(p0)) || (cpX(p0), v^Mp0)).

Recall that  cf? (z, s; x, t, co) satisfies

(1.14) c/>^= r°"(x, Z, V^),       cfiz, s; x, s, co) = (z - x)

If zy represents any of the parameters in cp , that is, z, s or co, set if, = dcp   /dr\.

An   easy calculation shows that   ifi must be constant along the rays

Xer it; z, co, s).  In particular, since   <p^p(y0> 0; yq, 0, co') = 0, it follows that

<Pa> (y0> 0; x^irQ; y0, co'0, 0), tq, co'0) = 0, and since cp^ipA = 0, we see that c;0 =

*M(r0; Vo' WÓ' °^ similarly> xo = xX(Tjj ¿f0, <u0, r„).

We also observe that   <?c/jx(cf0, r; ¿f„, r, coA/dr= 0,   and since   r is a parameter

in  </>*, we may conclude that  dcp1   (¿f0, rQ; xQ, T., coA/dr= 0.  Since   T, = r+ Z, it

follows that
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J^^o' to'' *o< tv 6jo) = - ^^X(^o' V xo< Tv ÚJo) = - tX{£o' V -«o^-

Similarly, since  ¿j is a parameter in  cSx, from the fact that V,0*(f0, r; <fn, r, co0)

= <yn, it follows that Vc(pXipQ) = <yn, and from  (b) we see that V    (pXip0) = acon

for some a ¡4 0. Consequently (p^ipQ) = CLcf>Xip0) = -arX(cfQ, rn, - a>0).  But

ffiPt) = T^o> To> ̂^^0^ = T^o> ro' a<°o> and therefore -o-^^o' V -^o'

= r^iÇ , t., (úA.  Since the   r's are positive homogeneous of degree   1, we have

that   +r^iÇ , rQ, ±ct>0) = rxi^0, rQ, -&)0).  As the equation is symmetric hyperbolic,

the eigenvalues are necessarily all distinct, and since in general  r^í¿;, r, cd) ~

-rai£, r, -co) tot a uniquely determined a, it follows that  r'Acf, t., <y) =

rH(, rQ, cd) tot all (£ co) £ |£ |£| < R\ x Ico: \co\ = lj.  Thus  cf0 = x^; yQ, co'Q, O)

and xQ = x^ÍTx; cf0, a>0, rQ) and thetefote  (yQ, xQ) e fi     , a contradiction.

Thus, on the set  M we have an open covering by neighborhoods   W oí one of

three types.  Either

(1) cb^/ 0 on  W,

(2) cpx / 0 on  W, or

(3) W is the product of spherical neighborhoods in x and y space with a

neighborhood in  (<f, r, o>, to')  space in which  (p    and  qy    can be extended to a

coordinate system; i.e., there exist smooth functions  <$>   = í (£, r, oi, &»')  such

that  (</>  , ci)   , Í'A  can be inttoduced as a new coordinate system on   W.

Since  M is compact, we may assume that this covering is finite and introduce

a   C      partition of unity on   M subordinate to this covering, which we use to

evaluate  (1.12).   If the neighborhood is either of type  (1) or type  (2), it is clear

that the kernel of the operator in  (1.12) is   C°°  except along the bicharacteristic

rays. If the neighborhood fi is of type (3), we first approximate the distributions

/. and  fl by   C°° functions  /.   and  /,, where  /.—»/. and  /.  —./.as  <S —. 0 in

the weak topology of J)'(fi).  Then we change the variables of integration in (1.11) to

(</>  , 0^, <Da) and by now letting S —> 0, we observe that the kernel of (1.12)

converges to a  C°° function.    Q.E.D.

II.   Functions of the Gevrey type; Friedman's result.   In what follows

\HÍq)\ will denote a monotone increasing sequence of positive real numbers

satisfying the following four properties  [2], [4]:

(i) H(1)>1.

(ii) For all integers  p, q,  0 < p < q < 00,  ípHÍp)HÍq - p) < AHÍq)  tot some

constant  A > 1; we define  H(0) = A.

(iii) For all a > 1, there exist constants ß and  KQ such that ÍHÍq + l)/HÍq))

< «oßq-
(iv)  S°°_j ÍHÍq)/HÍq+ 1))<~.
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Definition.  Let Í! be an open set in  R .   CÍHÍq), il) will denote the set of

all functions f(x) e C^iQ) such that

(2.1) sup  |Da/(x)| < Cxlal//(|a|)
xSQ

where the constants  C and   K depend only on the function  / and we have used the

multiple indice notation of   L. Schwartz.

Remark.   It is easily shown that  C(H(q), 0) forms an algebra of functions.

The classic example of a sequence satisfying  (i) to  (iv) is given by  H(q) =

(o!)^, with p > 1, and the corresponding functions  C((ql)^, fi) are called the

Gevrey functions of order p.  Note that while only condition  (iv) rules out the

special case of p = 1  (analytic functions), it is this property which is most crucial

in what is to follow.

The following lemma was proved by S. Mandelbrojt [6].

Lemma 1.   Let H(q) be a monotone increasing sequence of positive real num-

bers satisfying condition (iv).   Then there exists a nonnegative junction p   (x) e

C™((-o, o))  such that for all n,  p^"\±o) = 0 aTZzi

(2.2) sup      \Dapa(x)\ <C(c7)K(c7)H//(|a|).

xf-L-cr ,o\

Using a convolution construction, it follows that  C(H(q), Í1) is dense in  5Xfi)

and the following result is immediate.

Lemma 2 (C. Roumieu  [7]).  Let \Q, .\  by a countable covering of an open set

0 C R     by the open sets Q..   Then there exist functions ß Ax) e CÍH(q), Í1.)  such

that for all i,  ß Ax) > 0 and for each x e Q,  1. ß Ax) = 1.

Example.   The classical example of a function in   C „ , namely

.,  >      fexpKl-lxl2)-1),        |*| <1,

1 \0, |x|>l,

belongs to  C((q\)\ (-1, 1)).

In this paper, A. Friedman [2] studied strictly hyperbolic systems of the

form (1.1) using the following notation.  Let  V be any open, bounded set of points

in (x, Z) whose closure does not intersect the characteristic conoid emanating

from (y, 0). Set  Va = V n \t: 0 < Z < o ! and denote by  W£ the cylinder

K*, Z): 0 < Z < o, \x\ < K}.  Let t. > 0 be the time at which the first caustic

appears and consider the infinite slab  0 < t < €y  Working within this domain, if

we are given  RQ > 0, we can select  R,  0 < R < RQ, and e > 0 so that the domain

of dependence of   W€R  is contained within  WeR    and   Ve C W£R. With this construc-

tion in mind, we have the following result.
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Theorem 2.   // the coefficient matrices A;(x, t), B(x, t)   belong to

CÍHÍq), WR°), then the Riemann function  P(y, 0; x, t) belongs to CÍHÍq), Ve) for

some e = e\R, R.)  sufficiently small and HÍq) < HÍ:5q)/íq\).

Remark.  This result was proved assuming only properties (i) and (ii) for the

sequence  H(q).  In particular, the analytic case was handled and it was shown that

tot this special case, HÍq) = HÍq) = q\.

The method of proof involves obtaining estimates on each of the terms in the

expansion  (1.7) by using a series of preliminary results on the algebra of func-

tions   CÍHÍq), fi).   The most difficult estimate, and the one which introduced the

new sequence   //(a) involved the terms  a.    (y, s; x, t, cd).
11 A

Implicit in the statement of Theorem 2 was the requirement that £ < e,.  In

view of Theorem 1, however, this restriction seems artificial.   In particular, if we

knew that  R. was sufficiently large so that the domain of dependence of WR    is

contained within  W„    and that   V     C W „ , we have the more general result.

Theorem 3.   // the coefficient matrices A'(x, t),   B(x, t) belong to C(H(q), WR ),

then the Riemann function R(y, 0; x, t)  belongs to CÍHÍq), V    ) with  HÍq) <

//(3a)/a!.

Proof.   It is sufficient to extend the result beyond caustics using the method

of Theorem 1 and the previously obtained estimates of Friedman in domains where

no caustics appear. In particular, since we already know that the right hand side

of the expansion (1.11) is  C     except along the bicharacteristics through (y, 0),

and we have estimates on each of the terms which appear, by choosing p(r) €

CÍHÍq), (O, T )) (Lemma 1), it is clear from the algebraic properties of CÍHÍq), fi)

that with the possible exception of terms like  (1.12), all remaining terms belong to

CÍHÍq), fi). We turn, therefore, to the terms  (1.12). As before, we evaluate this

expression by expanding with a finite partition of unity of  M, which may be chosen

in  C(H(q), W) (Lemma 2).   If the neighborhood is of either type   (1) or type  (2), the

result is immediate.   For neighborhoods of type  (3), we approximate the distribu-

tions  /. (ff) by functions in  C(H(q), W), which is known to be dense in 5Xfi).   By

Friedman's analog of the implicit function theorem for functions in  CÍHÍq), fi), the

Jacobian  |cXcf, r, a>, co')/di(pX, eiM, 1> )|  is in CÍHÍq), W), and proceeding as in

Theorem 1, the proof is complete.      Q.E.D.
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